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The Benefits of Integrated Lighting & Lenses

Introduction
Integrated lighting and lens are two of the more recent developments

into a more powerful vision system. The stronger image contrast

in machine vision technology that deliver even greater convenience

created by colored lighting delivers more consistent and accurate

and ease-of-use to manufacturers and machine builders. This “all-

inspection results. For example, integrated red or green lighting

in-one” solution can deliver solid benefits to end users looking to

allows users to optimize image contrast and eliminate the influences

achieve the highest quality inspection results from a flexible,

of factory lighting when used in conjunction with a bandpass filter.

easy-to-use vision system.

As you can see in Figure 1, the red, green and blue colors shown

In this Tech Note, we will identify the benefits of deploying a vision

are presented with limited contrast under white light. However, each
color is more clearly contrasted when seen with a light of the same

system that features integrated lighting and optics. We specifically
highlight the Cognex In-Sight® 7000 vision system that offers these
features and detail why this system is the right choice for meeting
challenging inspection goals in virtually any production environment.

color. Under a red light, red appears white. Under a green light, green
appears white, and so on. Colored lighting makes it possible for a
vision system to inspect a far greater variety of objects and get the
repeatable and reliable results you need.

Benefits of Integrated Lighting
Integrated lighting simplifies the system by eliminating the need to
acquire, install and power additional lighting. Having integrated lighting
makes the In-Sight 7000 vision system smaller and more compact than

Additional points to consider when
choosing integrated lighting

others requiring larger external lighting and power, making it easier
to install and use in hard-to-reach spaces on the production line. The
In-Sight 7000 vision system delivers the added benefit of being able to
control the intensity and strobing of integrated and external lights from
the system without the need for additional equipment. And since you
don’t need to buy additional lighting or power supplies, the In-Sight 7000

Is the surface finish specular (smooth and glossy) or
diffuse (rough and dull)?
Does the surface exhibit directional reflectance?
Does the surface reflect light in a specific direction?
Does the appearance of the part change under different
colors of light?
Is the part’s surface flat or three-dimensional? Curved?
Irregular? Etched? Embossed? Raised?

is a more cost effective vision system.

Integrated Colored Lighting
Vision system operators use colored lighting to create clearer contrast

Is the surface of the part stable or will it change over time?
(e.g., tarnish, oxidize, fad, etc.)

when inspecting objects. While white lighting is suitable for most
vision applications, colored lighting turns an ordinary vision system
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Figure 1: Red, green and blue seen under white, red, green and blue lights
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850nm - 1050nm

625nm-660nm

530nm

470nm

365nm - 395nm

IR light is invisible,
so it is suitable in
situations where
visible wavelengths
disturb workers

Typically the least
expensive; CCD
sensitivity; is
usually high

Effective for
evaluating green
and opposite-green
objects

High scattering rate

365nm light can
cause materials
to flouresce

Most applications

Limited
applications
scope

High scattering rate
could create noise
on an object with
many defects

Be aware of safety
precautions in
environments where
humans are present

Includes every
wavelength of
the spectrum

Difficult to use
bandpass filter to
avoid interference
from ambient light

Need to check
camera sensitivity,
some CCDs are not
sensitive in IR range
IR light requires
special polarization
filters, be sure to
use IR lens

Figure 2: An overview of colored lighting options for the In-Sight 7000 vision system

Getting Maximum Benefit
In order to get the maximum benefit from any integrated
lighting, you must first identify the type of application you wish
to solve—assembly verification, defect inspection, dimensional
gauging, Optical Character Recognition (OCR), 1-D or 2-D
code-reading, etc. Then you must determine which two (or more)
features need to be highlighted or minimized to create the

Integrated lighting offered in the In-Sight
7000 and In-Sight 5000 vision systems
The In-Sight 7000 Series offers
integrated red, blue, green,
white and infrared lighting.

contrast necessary to solve the application.
It is also critical to consider ancillary factors such as lighting
geometry, pattern, structure and other elements that may
influence the effectiveness of white or colored lighting for
a specific application. Figure 2 demonstrates more about
the benefits and drawbacks of using specific lighting to
solve applications with your vision system. A machine vision
specialist can help you determine the best integrated lighting
choice for your application.

The In-Sight 5000 Series offers
integrated red and white
lighting options.

The Benefits of Integrated Optics
In many instances, vision systems featuring integrated optics are not
suitable for machine builders and end users because the lenses are
not field replaceable. As a result, the system’s flexibility to solve a
range of applications is limited.
The integrated optics offered by the In-Sight 7000 are field
replaceable and give users total flexibility to support any vision
application. Users need only to match the working distance and
field of view requirements of each application and select the
most appropriate lens for each job. The addition of autofocus
functionality complements your lens choice and simplifies the setup

Four questions to ask when choosing
an integrated lens
1. Resolution: Which lens allows me to reproduce the greatest
degree of object detail?
2. Contrast: Which lens provides the best separation in intensity
between blacks and whites (the greater the difference in intensity
between a black and white line, the better the contrast)?
3. Depth Of Field: What is the maximum object depth that can
be maintained and still achieve the desired focus?
4. Distortion: Which lens can mitigate an optical error that results in
a difference in magnification at different points within the image?

of your inspection application.

Autofocus and Integrated Lens

Once a user has determined the appropriate lens for the applications

In-Sight 7000 offers the added benefit of autofocus capability for

they need to solve, the In-Sight 7000 with autofocus is ready

the integrated lenses. Autofocus is a feature that automatically

to deploy. Since the lens is integrated, users do not need to be

adjusts the vision system’s configuration to focus properly on an

concerned about compatibility issues with the other components of

object regardless of its distance from the camera. When you save

the vision system.

the optimal focus parameters for a specific inspection job in the
vision system, you can recall that job at any time from the system.
It adjusts automatically for that job to ensure that the area being
inspected is in focus. Autofocus affects working distance and field of
view requirements and makes it much easier to set up applications
and manages lines with multiple part changeovers. To learn more
about autofocus technology in vision systems, download the Cognex
Tech Note, Benefits of Autofocus Technology in Vision Systems
from Cognex.com.
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Flexible, easy to use and low cost
A system with integrated lighting and optics solves the most
applications at the lowest cost. Since the In-Sight 7000 lighting and
optics are field-replaceable, machine builders and end users get
maximum flexibility, reduced setup times and save space.
Autofocus capability in the In-Sight 7000 vision system makes
fine-tuning inspection application and part changeovers even quicker
and easier. For more information, go to www.cognex.com/IS7000.
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